
Edgemate offers a full line of Sheet Veneer Lami-
nate products; including 10-mil, 20-mil, 30-mil pa-
per backed and our fastest growing sheet veneer,
Allwood Veneer Laminate. An excellent selection of
species is stocked in each of the backer types. Ve-
neer laminates have become increasingly popular as
alternatives to plain veneer, plywood and solid wood
in a wide range of applications and as an upgrade to
paper and vinyl based applications.

Veneer Laminates are convenient easy to use sheets
of real wood veneer that have been laminated to one
of a variety of backers, flexerd, filled and sanded.
Applications include columns, table tops and bases,
curved panels, drum tables, cabinet repairs and
refacing and numerous other creative applications
where the beauty and quality of real wood are de-
sired, but the availability and flexibility of plain ve-
neers, plywood or solids restrict the applications. All
Edgemate veneer laminates are manufactured to
HPVA “A/B” grade standards to ensure each sheet
is of the highest quality and appearance. Edgemate
has a real wood veneer laminate type for virtually any
application.

Allwood Veneer Laminates
Allwood Veneer Laminates are “A/B” grade veneers,
which have been laminated to a crossply, similar
colored, real wood backer. All of the same care and
attention to detail and veneer grading given to our

Cabinetmaker Pro Veneer Laminates, are also given
to the Allwood product. The double wood layers
increase the rigidity of the product, providing in-
creased masking of substrate defects and allow
easier handling and lamination. Allwood laminates
also minimize any appearance of dark lines from
backers between laminated surfaces.

The Allwood option (net thickness .040”) is becom-
ing a very popular veneer laminate choice. It is easy
to apply using only contact cement and a scraper
or veneer roller. Fabrication issues are improved
because lamination to the substrate takes place
between two real wood surfaces. After application
and a light ‘finish’ sand, the product is ready for
standard veneer finishing procedures. Easy and
convenient to use, premium quality and appearance,
Allwood Veneer Laminates are readily available from
stock. Edgemate maintains an excellent inventory
in a wide range of species.

Allwood Two Ply
Veneer

Edgemate kraft paper backed veneer Edging is ex-
clusive and like no other veneer edging product pro-
duced in the world today. Kraft paper backed finger
jointed real wood veneer coils are superior over other
paper backed products or fleece backed products
because Edgemate uses ‘state of the art’ hot press
equipment and technology combined with a thermo
set acrylic adhesive which cross links to create the
most effective veneer to backer bond in the indus-
try.

The use of coiled veneer products has become an
integral component of real wood edge treatments
within the industry. The manufacturing advantages
and the economies derieved from the use of coiled
veneer products offer substantial benefits, includ-
ing simplified inventory control, minimized waste, and
the maximum utilization of valuable natural resources.

Kraft Backed Automatic CVR
The ‘original’ kraft paper backed automatic coiled
veneer edging featuring a 5 mil kraft paper backer
laminated in an exclusive hot press process to care-
fully selected premium grade veneers. Kraft paper
backed offers longer lengths between finger joints
compared to standard fleece backed material. The
expertly matched finger joints and fine sanding com-
bined with the superior backer provide a premium
and beautiful real wood edge treatment. Edgemate
offers specialized processing for softform applica-
tions, featuring precision sanding and flexing, and
options such as hot melt or PVA adhesives and fixed
length increments in coils with magnetic sensing
tape.

Kraft Backed Preglued CVR
Our premium grade of preglued veneer
edgebanding is manufactured with selected, fin-
ger jointed, Kraft paper backed and sanded ve-
neers. This product is suitable for straight-line and
simple countour/radius applications. Edgemate
preglued veneer edgebanding is available with ei-
ther pre-applied hot melt or pressure sensitive ad-
hesives in a wide range of sizes and species.

5 Point Advantage of Kraft Paper
Backed Veneer Edgings:

1. Stabilizes the wood to help prevent
splitting, tearing and checking.

2. Superior bonding surface.

3. Serves as a barrier between finishing ma
terials and glue line.

4. Stronger adhesive bond at finger joints,
eliminating separation and popping of the
fingers.

5. Smoother and cleaner trim.

Kraft Paper Backed
Veneer Premium
Edging
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Additional Edgemate Veneer Products – Features & Benefits
Fleece Edge Automatic CVR
Feature Benefit

.022” thickness Increased impact resistance and thicker than imported edgings.

Colored fleece Blends backer with veneer for reduced line between substrate & edge.

Color matched finger joints Finger joints blend to be virtually invisible.

Poly wrapped Moisture loss prevention.

Same day shipping The most aggressive stock offering in the industry.

Process controls and quality assurance Provides quality assurance and reduces material loss.

Fleece taped finger joints Stronger joints less likely to pull apart or open.

Fleece Edge Preglued CVR
Feature Benefit
High quality pre-applied hot melt or Increased adhesion to any type of substrate.
pressure sensitive adhesive

Colored fleece Blends backer with veneer for reduced line between substrate & edge.

Color matched finger joints Finger joints blend to be virtually invisible.

Poly wrapped Moisture loss prevention.

Same day shipping The most aggressive stock offering in the industry.

Process controls & quality assurance Provides quality assurance and reduces material loss.

Prefinish Fleece Edge Automatic CVR
Feature Benefit

UV lacquer finish Super durable & consistent finish on every roll.

Custom stains Provide exact matches to any finish.

Color matched finger joints Finger joints blend to be virtually invisible.

Poly Wrapped Moisture loss prevention.

Same day shipping The most aggressive offering in the industry.

Custom staining options Matching any color specie or finish.

Thick Veneer Edge CVR Automatic
Feature Benefit

Unidirectional multi-layered construction No warp or twist like solids.

All layers are the same specie Consistent color throughout, especially when finished.

Coils versus strips 100% usable product compared to solids & strips.

3mm coils are preprimed Increased adhesion using standard hot melts.

PVA adhesives on layers Provides better flexibility and no Urea Formaldehyde emissions.
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Kraft Paper Backed CVR
Superior to Fleece Backed Edgings

• Stabilizes the wood to help prevent splitting, tearing and checking.
• Superior bonding surface.
• Serves as a barrier between finishing materials and glue line.
• Stronger adhesive bond at finger joints, eliminating separation and popping of

the fingers
• Smoother and cleaner trim.
• By far the highest quality veneer edging produced today.


